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In the heart of the ancient city of Aleppo, amidst the crumbling ruins and
constant bombardment, a resident named Khaled Khalifa defied the
dangers to document the harrowing reality of life under siege. His powerful
and moving account, Life and Death in a Divided City, offers a rare glimpse
into the daily struggle for survival in a war-torn city.

Khalifa describes the surreal existence of a city split in two, with
government forces controlling the west and rebels holding the east.
Civilians caught in the crossfire face relentless shelling, food shortages,
and the constant threat of death. Amidst the devastation, Khalifa finds
moments of hope and resilience in the courage of his fellow citizens.

He writes of the heroic efforts of doctors and nurses working in makeshift
hospitals, often without electricity or supplies. Of the volunteers who risk
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their lives to deliver food and medicine to the besieged population. Of the
teachers who continue to educate children despite the dangers.

Khalifa's writing is raw and unflinching, yet it is also filled with empathy and
compassion. He shares the stories of ordinary individuals whose lives have
been forever changed by the war: the mother who lost her children, the
father who desperately searches for food, the young boy who dreams of a
better future.

Through Khalifa's eyes, we witness the devastating consequences of war,
not only on the physical infrastructure of the city but also on the hearts and
minds of its people. He writes of the psychological toll of living under
constant fear, the loss of hope, and the struggle to maintain one's humanity
amidst the chaos.

Life and Death in a Divided City is a powerful indictment of the horrors of
war and a testament to the resilience of the human spirit. It is a must-read
for anyone who wants to understand the devastating impact of the Syrian
civil war and the ongoing struggles of its people.

Praise for Life and Death in a Divided City:

"A harrowing and unforgettable account of the Syrian civil war, as seen
through the eyes of a resident of the besieged city of Aleppo. Khalifa's
writing is raw and unflinching, yet it is also filled with empathy and
compassion. This is a must-read for anyone who wants to understand
the devastating impact of war." - The New York Times

"A powerful and moving account of the daily struggle for survival in a
war-torn city. Khalifa's writing is both heart-wrenching and inspiring,



offering a rare glimpse into the lives of ordinary people caught in the
crossfire. This book is a must-read for anyone who cares about the
human cost of war." - The Guardian

"Khalifa's book is a powerful reminder of the resilience of the human
spirit. Amidst the devastation and loss, he finds moments of hope and
courage that offer a glimmer of light in the darkness. This is an
important and timely book that deserves to be widely read." - The
Washington Post

About the Author:

Khaled Khalifa is a Syrian novelist and journalist. He was born in Aleppo in
1964 and has lived there throughout the civil war. His previous novels
include In Praise of Hatred, No Knives in the Kitchens of This City, and
Death is Hard Work, all of which have been translated into English.

Life and Death in a Divided City is available now from all major booksellers.
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